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FOREWORD

This report on the Reg i ona I Economic Impact of Mi Ii ta ry Base
Spending was prepared by the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA)
within the Department of Commerce in order to implement the guidance to the Economic Adjustment Committee in Executive Order 12049
on "strengthened and uniform economic impact analysis".
On the
basis of the Commerce-BEA findings for three representative candidate realignment actions, the Commerce-BEA regional model was
adopted in Apri I 1980 (memorandum at Appendix A) as a standard
Department of Defense approach for providing a uniform method of
economic impact assessment for significant DOD candidate realignments that are I ikely to require community economic adjustment
assistance.
The Commerce-BEA model is used for assessing community impacts after a candidate realignment has been announced
based on the information requirements reflected at Appendix A.
The Commerce-BEA regional impact estimates used for economic
adjustment purposes are also intended to supplement the internal
Mi I itary Department secondary impact evaluations.
The use of Commerce-BEA regional model provides the Economic Adjustment Committee
and the Department of Defense with an independent domestic agency
assessment of potentia I Defense rea I ignment or contract actions
consistent with other significant regional impacts occurring in
the domestic economy.
The Commerce-BEA regional analysis capabi I ity involves a significant contribution to the Economic Adjustment Committee in its efforts -t-o assist Defense impacted communities.
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1. Introduction

The construction of new Federal installations or a change in the level
of activity at existing installations can have substantial effects on the
economies of nearby corrnnunities.

When installations are built, the local

economy is stimulated by both the spending of those employed at the
construction site and the local purchase of building materials.

The positive

effects of a new installation are likely to continue after construction if
the installation employs residents of the local community or makes purchases
from local businesses.

On the other hand, negative effects will result if

there is a reduction in activity or closure of an existing installation.
One type of Government installation

that can produce significant

impacts on a local economy is a military base.

The impact caused by a

military base, in large part, depends on the extent to which the local
economy supplies the input requirements of the base, the amount that
military personnel consume in the local economy, and the number of local
civilians the base employs.

Moreover, for the same absolute size of

impact, the relative impact of the base on the community will be larger
in a smaller sparsely developed economy than in a more developed metropolitan
area.
When Federal policy calls for a realignment of military bases, it
is important to consider how local economies are affected.

Although

current Federal policy requires that realignments be undertaken with
only direct defense cost reduction and efficient allocation of DOD's
scarce resources as goals, an estimate of regional economic impact is
important for local, State, and Federal planners in designing an appropriate
adjustment or recovery strategy.

Y

The purpose of this paper is

2

to develop a methodology that can be used to analyze the local impact
resulting from the realignment of military bases.
Both regional economic base and input-output (I-0) models have been
used to estimate the regional impact of military related activities.

21

Many impact studies of military base realignments that occurred during
the 1960's used regional economic base models.

31 More recently,

Erickson (1977) used an economic base methodology to estimate the small
area :impacts of an anny ordnance plant.

The major weakness of any

economic base model is that it divides local economic activity into
only two broad sectors--the local service sector and the export sector.
This gives rise to two significant problems.

First, the economic base

multiplier is an average for the entire basic sector, and may not be
the appropriate multiplier for output changes in a particular industry
that

is part of the basic sector.

Second, the estimated impact is for

the entire local service sector, an~,therefore, the effects on a specific
local service industry are not measured, even though estimating these
industry-specific effects is a major goal of impact analysis.
These two problems can be overcome by use of an I-0 model which
enables the analyst to examine the interindustry multiplier differentials.
In addition to showing that total gross output multipliers can vary
substantially among export-oriented industries, Cartwright (1979)
demonstrated that the industrial distribution of output and earnings
effects depends on which export industry is initially affected.

A

survey-based I-0 table was employed by Isard and Langford (1971) to
examine what the impact of Vietnam War expenditures had been on the

3

Philadelphia economy in the year 1968.

The analysis was able to use the

36 Federal Government agency final demand sectors developed for the
Philadelphia I-0 study.

lor

However, survey-based I-0 tables do not exist

most regions, and such tables are costly to construct.

_4/

A less costly method of estimating base impacts without sacrificing
industrial detail is to employ a non-survey-based I-0 table.

This paper

describes how one non-survey I-0 multiplier technique, the Regional
Industrial Multiplier System (RIMS), can be adapted to the analysis of
impacts resulting from military base realignments.

In addition to being

less costly to construct than survey-based tables, the RIMS multipliers
are based upon a consistent set of assumptions across regions, thus
making comparisions among regions more meaningful than would be the case
if results were based upon the different procedures and conventions of
various survey-based regional I-0 tables.

This latter point is of

particular relevance to the analysis of base realignments in view of
Executive Order 12049 which directs the Secretary of Defense to establish
an Economic Adjustment Program which calls for " ... strengthened and
uniform economic impact analysis and analysis of corrnnunity requirements
for Federal economic adjustments resources, prior to base realignment
action."
The remainder of the paper is divided into four sections.
Section 2 provides an overview of how RIMS estimates gross output
multipliers as well as earnings and employment cahnges, while Section 3
describes the methodology employed to specify the level of military
expenditures which will affect the local economy.

The data require-

ments of RIMS as well as an analysis of the earnings and employment

4

impacts estimated by the model are discussed in Section 4 for three
separate military base case studies.

Surrnnary remarks on the use of

RIMS to estimate the impact of base realignments and on the results
for the three case studies are presented in Section 5.
2. RIMS Methodology

The Regional Economic .Analysis Division in the Bureau of Economic
.Analysis developed RIMS to estimate industry-specific I-0 type
multipliers for any county or group of counties, and for most of the
478 industries included in the national I-0 table.

This section of

the paper presents the RIMS estimating methodology.
The conceptual framework for the RIMS estimating procedure is the
I-0 model, which shows the interdependence among the economic sectors
5/
of an economy.- In matri~ notation, the I-0 accounting identity can
be stated as

(2.J)

X

(2.2)

X-l'v...

=

l'v...

+

Y

or
=

Y

where X = gross output vector
Y = final demand vector
A= matrix of direct interindustry technical coefficients.
The above equation can bt; rewritten so that gross output 1s a functic-n of
final demand.
(2.3)

where M

=

X

=

MY

matrix of rnul tiplier coefficients.
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The ITlllltiplier matrix shows the total effect on output per tmit change
in final demand.

The starting point for estimating the multiplier

matrix is the interindustry direct requirements matrix A.
In the RIMS methodology, interindustry relationships are represented
by the national I-0 table.

Input requirements that are not produced in a

study region are identified using 4-digit SIC County Business Patterns
(CBP) employment data and then removed from the national direct requirements coefficient matrix.

At this point, the regional table is a

national table edited to specify as imports, inputs that can only be
produced outside the region.

The remaining coefficients can then be

aggregated to the level of industrial detail appropriate for the study
by a weighting procedure that

uses the CBP data.

The edited national

direct requirements coefficient matrix is then further regionalized by
applying 2-digit SIC location quotients (calculated by using the BEA
col.lllty earnings data) to the edited requirements coefficients.

The

location quotient is used to estimate the extent to which direct
requirements are supplied by fi:nns within the region.

If the location

quotient is greater than or equal to one, the industry is assumed to
be at least meeting the region's demand for that product, and the
corresponding edited national direct requirement coefficient is not
changed.

If the location quotient is less than one, the industry is

assumed to be producing less than the region's demand.

In that case,

the corresponding edited national direct requirement coefficient is
Irn.lltiplied by the location quotient to reflect the need for the
region to import some of its requirements.

6

The next step in the RIMS estimating procedure is to calculate the
total output multiplier.

The industry's household earnings coefficient

from the national table is introduced into the direct coefficient coltmlll,
whose st.nn is the direct component of the rrn.iltiplier.~ The indirectinduced component is then derived using a regression relationship involving
the direct component and various economic characteristics of the region.
This relationship has been established conceptually and specified
empirically using data describing regional economic characteristics
and the multiplier components obtained from survey-based regional I-0
tables.

The direct and indirect-induced components are then summed

to fonn the total output rrn.iltiplier.
This procedure can be summarized in the following four equations.
(The dot (.) refers to summing across that subscript.)
Ar..

(2.4)

1J

ECr = g(Pl, P2, S)
Cr = F (A~' ECr)
.j
·J
Mr = Ar + C:
.j
.j
•J

(2. 5)
(2.6)

(2. 7)

where R.

= (Ri)(A~j)

+

1

=

regionalizing factor for industry i

Aij

=

national direct I-0 coefficient

Aij

=

estimated regional direct coefficient

ECr

=

factor describing the econcmic characteristics of the region

P
1
P2

=

agriculture proportion of total nongoveTIUnent earnings

=

manufacturing proportion of total nongove~ent earnings

=

regional nongovernment earnings divided by national
nongovernment earnings--a measure of the economic size
of the region

n

1

S

7

r
A.
.J

estimated direct component of the multiplier for industry j

=

estimated indirect-induced component of the multiplier for
industry j
Mr

=

estimated total multivlier for industry j

.j

Equation (2.4) shows the employment editing of the national table and the
further regionalization by location quotients.

Equation (2.6) indicates

that the indirect-induced component of the multiplier is estimated as a
function of both the direct component and regional economic characteristics,
which are specified in (2.5).
One overall multiplier

(M :)
•J

Equation (2.7) is the multiplier identity.
is estimated for each collUJlil industry.

The

rrrultiplier represents the effect of a change in final demand for each column
industry's output on the total regional output of goods and services, as
well as the associated effects on regional earnings.

In order to show industrially disaggregated multipliers

Crvt1j) for each

column industry, the full regional direct requirements coefficient matrix
(A~.) is used to form a total requirements matrix

lJ

r

(Bij).

The subtraction

r

of A- . from B-. equals an estimate of the indirect-induced requirements
lJ
lJ
r
matrix (CCij). The RIMS estimated total indirect-induced rrrultiplier
r

component is then distributed in the same proportion as CC·• is distributed
lJ
r
relative to CC .•
•J

The following equations SllI!lnarize this procedure.
(2. 8)
(2. 9)
(2 .10)
(2 .11)

r

B ..

l.J
r
ccl.J
..

crl.J
..
if..
l.J

=
=
=
=

r

-1

(I.. - A .. )
l.J
l.J
r
r
B .. - ~j - I ..
l.J
l.J
r
r
r
C . (CC- ./CC .)
.J
l.J
.J
r
r + J ..
~j + cij
l.J
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In equation (2.8) B{j is the multiplier matrix as estimated by the simple
location quotient (SLQ) technique.

Evaluations of RIMS indicate that the

SLQ technique yields lTRlltipliers somewhat higher than RIMS multipliers,
and that the RIMS multipliers are closer to those obtained from surveybased regional I-0 tables.2../

For these reasons Bij is used only to

distribute M~j and not to estimate the level of ~j•
To show the use of the multiplier matrix, Equation (2.3) can be
rewritten as
(2 .12a)

x.l

=

(2.12b)

x.l

=

r
r
Mil yl + Mi2 Y2t + •••• Minyn

or

t
J

r
M·lJ Y.

J

The above equation indicates that final demand (Yj) of industry i
through demand for the output of industry j affects the output (Xi) of
industry i through the multiplier coefficient (M .. ).
lJ

In addition

to the effects on output, industry-specific earnings and employment
effects can be estimated by multiplying the output change by industryspecific earnings-gross output ratios and then multiplying the estimated
earnings change by area-specific employment-earnings ratios.

The earnings-

gross output ratios are derived from the national I-0 table, while the
employment-earnings ratios are part of a special tabulation of BEA data.
While equations (2.12a) or (2.12b) are used in most I-0 multiplier
studies, there are certain types of impact analysis where it is convenient
and useful to disaggregate the final demand vector.

For example, a

technique similar to the disaggregation of the final demand vector was
used by Drake, et

al. (1973) in an analysis of the impact of Forest

9

Service programs in New Mexico.

Their study categorized effects depending

on whether the Forest Service programs directly influence timber, grazing,
or recreation activities.

Jvlandeville and Jensen (1978) provide a

literature review of the various approaches to disaggregating initial
exogenous effects for use in I-0 multiplier analysis.

In general, these

techniques are adopted when estimating multipliers for separate and
lllliqu.e components of an initial exogenous change aids in understanding
the total effects.

The disaggregating or categorizing of the final demand

vector can be expressed by
(2 .13)

AX~
l

"C" r
= L..J.
MiJ.
.

J

A

Y.
J

k

where the superscript, k, refers to the various categories of final demand
change.

By using the above equation it is possible to separately estimate

the effects on output for each of k categories of final demand change.
3. Adapting RIMS to Estimate Base Realignment Impacts

The use of an I-0 type model to estimate the regional impacts caused
by changes in the level of defense spending requires the estimation of
regional gross output multipliers, as well as estimation of regional
final demand changes.

The previous section described the methodology

for estimating RIMS multipliers.

The foa1s of this section is on a

methodology for estimating the final demand changes associated with a
military base realignment.
While the national I-0 table displays the pattern of the Federal
Government's national defense purchases, the use of that pattern for
analyzing the regional impact of changes in defense spending at a
specific base is not appropriate,because each base has a unique overall
expenditure pattern, unique local purchasing characteristics, and unique

10

:OOD employees' expenditure patterns in the local economy.

Furthennore,

the supply area for exchange and conmrissary retail facilities, where
many military personnel expenditures occur, may be different from the
supply area for comparably sized local civilian retai1•outlets.

For

these reasons, industrially disaggregated data on each base's expenditures
and sales are necessary.

These data can then be used to construct final

demand vectors for specific categories of military related expenditure
at each base.

In equation (2.13) let

k = 1 for base, commissary, or exchange local purchases
k = 2 for civilian and military employee local purchases
The various Yf's were then used to estimate total regional impact.
The methodology employed to estimate the local impact of base
purchases (k=l) is based upon an industrial disaggregation of local
expenditures.

Since the magnitude of local area impact depends on

whether a base's local purchases are made from local producers of a
commodity or from local wholesalers who import the corrmodity into
the region, it is necessary for each base to provide an estimate of
the percent of total local procurement it purchases from wholesalers.
This percent can then be used for all local sectors whose channel of
distribution includes a wholesaler.

The implicit purchase of wholesale

trade can then be estimated for these sectors by applying a sector specific wholesale trade margin to the military expenditure.Y At
this po:int, the local purchases of the base can be deflated to 1967
dollars using sector specific deflators.

This yields a vector of

constant-dollar final demand changes to be used in estimating the
changes in gross output that are attributable to curtailed or
expanded base purchases.

11

The methodology employed to estimate the local impact of the
purchases of base employees (k=2) is complicated by the fact that
various categories of base employees are likely to exhibit different
local expenditure patterns.

For example, military personnel receive

some goods and services as payment in kind so that their expenditures
on these particular items, relative to their total expenditures,
would be less than their civilian counterparts.

In addition,

purchasing habits within the military population itself will vary.
For instance, permanent military personnel who live on base will
exhibit a spending pattern different than that exhibited by those
who reside off base,because the base provides and maintains living
quarters.

Finally, the purchasing habits of trainees are probably

different from those of other military personnel since the two
employee categories are likely to have different socioeconomic
characteristics.
Based upon these differences, it is useful to further disaggregate
base employee purchases into the following subcategories!
Civilian personnel who are employed by Department of
Defense and nonappropriated fund employees,
Military personnel who are pennanently stationed at
the base, classified by whether they live on or off
base,
Military trainees.
The methodology used to estimate the employee expenditures that
affect the local economy makes the initial assumption that employee
purchasing habits are identical to those of other State residents.
Therefore, the deflated expenditures of each group were disaggregated

12

into the conswnption of 409 different industrial outputs by using State
consumption patterns.

Since civilians do not receive payments in kind

from the military or have exchange privileges, the resulting distribution
of expenditures reflects their purchases.

To account for the importing

of specific goods and services into the local economy, these expenditures
are regionalized by u·sing local area industry-specific employment data
and location quotients (that is, by the same techniques described in
Section 2).

The result of this regionalization is the local area civilian

expenditure pattern.
In the case of pennanent military pe~sonnel, it 1s necessary to
alter State consumption patterns to reflect payments in kind by reducing
the purchase of those goods and services provided by the military.Y
Further, because military employees can make purchases at the base
facilities, all of their consumption expenditures do not take place in
the local economy.

Therefore, it is necessary to reduce military

consumption expenditures by the level of base sales to give an estimate
. t he local economy.10/ The resulting
.
of consumption expenditures 1n
amount, local expenditures of military personnel, can then be adjusted
for imports in the same way as civilian expenditures in order to obtain
an estimate of the expenditures that directly impact upon the local
economy.
Because of their unique composition, trainees must be handled
differently from pennanent military personnel.

First, State consumption

patterns were adjusted based upon infonnation concerning the unique

11/

expenditure pattern of these personnel.-

Second, the resulting

-------

-~~~-~

-

-~ -

- -----.:.=-_.,_----

~- --
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expenditures were adjusted to reflect trainees' receipt of payments in
kind and trainees' purchases from the base exchange.

Finally, the

resulting expenditures were regionalized to obtain an estimate of
expenditures that directly impact on the local economy.
4. Local Impacts of Three Military Base Realignments

Previous sections have dealt with the development of a methodology
for estimating the local economic impacts caused by the realignment of
a military installation.

The purpose of this section is to demonstrate

the application of this methodology by analyzing the impacts associated
with the potential closure of three bases--Naval Air Station (NAS)
Detroit, Goodfellow Air Force Base (AFB), and Ft. Sheridan Army Base.
In April 1978, DOD announced these bases as "candidates" for realignment.
NAS Detroit is located in Macomb County, Michigan, which is part of
the Detroit ~1SA. Goodfellow AFB is located in Tom Green County, Texas,
while Ft. Sheridan is in Lake County, Illinois; the SMSA's to which
these counties belong are, respectively, San Angelo and Chicago.

As indicated in the previous sections, the methodology requires the
estimation of RIMS multipliers for the study area as well as a determination
of final demand vectors.

The study area was defined to be, in each case,

the county in which the installation was located.

Data for the construction

of final demand vectors was then requested from each base.

Local base

procurement,as well as local purchases and total sales of all other on-base
facilities (for example, commissaries, base exchanges, and recreation
121
centers), were provided.
In addition, the number and payroll of base
employees were provided by each installation.

14
Tables I and II present the data provided by the bases.
these data several conclusions are important to note.

From

First,it is evident

that Goodfellow AFB purchases more from the local economy than does Ft.
Sheridan and considerably more than NAS Detroit.

Second, the data show that

Ft. Sheridan employs the most personnel and has the largest civilian
component relative to the other installations while Goodfellow has a large
trainee component.

Furthermore, the Ft. Sheridan payroll is larger than

those ofthe other bases, although a comparison of the totals is made
difficult due to the combining of net and gross earnings.

Viewing these

tables together, they indicate that the absolute magnitude of the cutbacks,
that is, initial effects, are generally largest at Ft. Sheridan and smallest
at NAS Detroit.
Table III presents the impacts estimated by applying the appropriate
RIMS multipliers to the data on procurement and sales presented in tables
I and II. 13 /

The pattern of the final effects, in general, is the same as

the initial effects.

Final effects due to local procurement changes are

largest at Goodfellow AFB, whiJe the absolute size of the final effects
is largest at Ft. Sheridan.
A comparison of tables II and III indicates the sizes of the
secondary employment impacts (that is, the final impact minus the
initial impact).
the

Sl.Ul1.

The initial employment effect for each base is

of the DOD civilian, military, and NAF lost jobs as shown in

Table II.

The maximum likely final effects are presented in the last

line of Table III.

If all of these effects occurred, then the secondary

private sector impacts for NAS Detroit, Goodfellow AFB, and Ft. Sheridan
would be 251, 1106, and 1175 lost jobs, respectively,

However,

TABLE I
RIMS DATA REQUIREMENTS: BASE PROCUREMENT AND SALES
(Thousands of 1978 Dollars)

NAS Detroit
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Maintenance &Repair
Food &Kindred Products
Apparel &Shoes
Other Fabric Products
Lumber Products
Furniture
Paper &Allied Products
Printing &Publishing
Chemical &Allied Products
Drugs
Primary &Fabricated Metal Products
Machinery, Except Electrical
Office Machinery
Electrical Machinery
Household Appliances
Motor Vehicles &Parts
Other Transportation Equipment
Professional Equipment &Instrument;
Photographic Equipment, Watches &Clocks
Miscellaneous Manufacturing
Communications
Utilities
Personal Services &Miscellaneous Repair
Services
Business Services
Automobile Services &Automobile Repair
Services
Professional Services
Contract Training Services
Earnings Paid to Local Residents
TOTAL

30
172
1
1

7

s

10
17

29
15
5
13

11

1

Local Procurement
Goodfellow AFB
484
3,167
12
60
58
66
113

so

67
373
117
33
177
46
40
29
18

Ft. Siieridan
321
1,096
3
2
67
27
2
53
2
65
5
171
24
2
331

NAS Detroit
782
29
21

Sales
Goodfellow AFB
7,174
1,599

63
12
27
33
29

Ft. Sneridan

8,012
416

11

113
45

,.....
t.n

152

75
81

415
480

45
38

279
105

510

1
1

279
17
208
2,090

22
9
827
1,126

('

1,121
1,117

106
401

123

47

12
126

241

295

90
698
37
1,400

1,757

670

11,967

6,563

6

1,231

9,677

10,002

'

I

TABLE II
1/
RIMS DATA REQUIREMENTS: BASE EARNINGS- AND EMPLOYMENT

NAS ''llETRL"-)_lT_~--c--

fairnrngs
(Thousands of 1978 $)
Permanent Military
On Base Personnel
Off Base Personnel
_',!ili tary Trainees

2,052 (N)
3,173 (N)
0

Employ111ent
(Number of Jobs)

GOODFELLOW AFB

--tarmngs
_Q'hous~1_ds of 1978 $)

Employment
i:_\/_umber of Jobs)

227
117

3,457 (G)
10,184 (G)

338
782

()

6,254 (G)

1,075

FT. SHERIDAN
Earnings
Employment
(Thousan<ls of 1978 $) (Number of Johl
7,678 (N)
4,683 (N)
0

728
444
0

DOD Civilians

857 (N)

79

4,654 cc;)

315

16,450 (N)

1,382

Non-Appropriated Fund
Employees

295 (Cl

36

1,400 (G)

97

1,757 (G)

126

')

355

4,899 (C)

437

Dependents &Second Job
Holders Working Off Base

1,414

n

123

Y(G) and (N) designate gross and net earnings respectively.

3,078

a,

TABLE II'
LOCAL EARNINGS AND EMPLOYMENT EFFECTS OF PROPOSED BASE REALIGNMENTS!/

(Thousands of 1978 $)

Initial
Expenditure
Change

NAS DETROIT
Frnal
Earnings
Effect

Frnal
Employment
Effect
(Numoero t:Joos)

GOODFELLOW AFB
Initial
Pinal
Expenditure
Earnings
Change
Effect

Frnal
Initial
Employment
Expenditure
Effect
Change
(NUrl15er oTTobs)

FT. SHERIDAN
Final
Fmal
Earnings
Employment
Effect
Effect
---(Nuiii5erci"l:Tobs)

Local Procurement

375

146

14

10,567

3,149

255

4,806

1,779

119

00D Civilian Personnel

986

1,184

94

4,654

5,859

423

18,908

23,678

1,755

5,852

6,862

421

13,641

16,281

1,352

14,208

16,229

1,330

Off Base Trainees

314

375

59

Base Trainees

5,940

6,305

1,088

1,400

1,746

128

1,757

2,181

159

Military Personnel
Permanent Military

On

Non-Appropriated rund Personnel
Military Dependents &Military
Second Job Holders Working Off
Base
TOTAL

295

353

1,414

1,058

141

3,078

3,674

408

4,899

5,595

492

8,922

10,203

710

39,594

37,389

3,713

44,578

49,462

3,855

_1_/ Final effects of each OOD activity include the initial effects.
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as indicated below in the discussion of the implied multiplier
ranges, the full effects of military dependents and military secondjob holders working off base are unlikely to occur.

If none of these

effects take place, then the secondary employment impacts at NAS
Detroit, Goodfellow AFB,and Ft. Sheridan would be 110, 698, and 683
jobs, respectively.
For selected expenditure categories, the secondary employment impact
(that is, the final impact minus the initial impact) by major industrial
group appears in Table IV.

The table indicates that the OOD employee

impacts are concentrated in the service and retail trade sectors while
the impact of local procurement is concentrated in the service sector,
the transportation, connnunication, and utility (TCTJ) sector, and the
finance, insurance and real estate (FIRE) sector.
In order to more readily compare the impacts among expenditure
categories, it is useful to tabulate the implied earnings and employment
multipliers for each base.

These multipliers are defined as the final

effect divided by the initial effect, where the final effect is the sum
of the initial and the secondary effects.

It is important to understand

that, unlike multipliers from economic base models where employment and
earnings multipliers are used to estimate final effects, the earnings and
employment multipliers in Table V are derived fran final effects,
estimated by I-0 type gross output multipliers.

The multipliers in

Table V sunnnarize industry-specific effects brought about by industrially
disaggregated changes in final demand, associated with the base realignment.
Therefore these multipliers are referred to as implied multipliers, in
the sense that each multiplier is implied by estimating the final effect
divided by the initial effect.

TABLE IV
SECONDARY EMPLOYMENT EFFECTS BY INDUSTRY OF PROPOSED BASE REALIGNMENTS
FOR SELECTED EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES.!_/

i'\xpcn<liture

Indus tr
Grau

Category

Agriculture, Mining &
Construction

Local
Procurement
(Employees)

Fl'. SHERIDAN
Millta1yL/
21
lXl D C,iv1l1an
. .
Personne 1Personnel(Empioyeesr-(Employees J

Local
Procurement
[tinp IoyeesT

GOODFELLOW AFB
Pennanent Military 2/
Personnel and All Trainees(Employees)

lXlD Civilian Personne 1 Y
(Employees)

s

1

2

14

5

1

Manufacturing

10

23

45

14

40

15

TCU & FIREY

35

17

26

52

32

10

1'/holesale Trade

16

14

34

29

26

10

Retail Trade

16

62

151

27

141

45

Services

37

47

ll5

119

57

27

TOTAL

119

164

373

255

301

108

f--'

.YThe

secondary employment effect for NAS Detroit is too small to merit presentation here. However, the total secondary effeci,; caused by local procurement,
military personnel, and civilian personnel arc 14, 76 and 15 respectively. Secondary employment effects for NAF personnel and milltary dependents
and moonlighting personnel are too small to merit presentation here.
~1 Secondary employment effects do not include the initial effects.

"},_/ Transportatjon, communiciat.ions and utilities (TCU); finance, insurance and real estate (FIRE).

lD

TABLE V
EARNINGS AND EMPLOYMENT MULTIPLIERS ASSOCIATED WITH PROPOSED BASE REALIGNMENTS

NAS DE1ROIT
Earnings
Employment
Multiplier
~lultiplier

GOODFELLOW AFB
Earnings
Employment
Multiplier
~h.lltiplier

FT. SHERIDAN
Earnings
Employment
~1ultipller
Multiplier

OOD Civilian Personnel

1.20

1.19

1.26

1.34

1.25

1.27

Military Personnel
Pennanent Mjlitary
Trainees

1. 17

1. 22

1.19
1.07

1.21
1.07

1.14

1.13

Non-Appropriated Fimd
Personnel

1.19

1.11

1. 25

1.32

1. 24

1.26

Military Dependents &
Military Second Job
Holders Working Off Base

1.17

1.14

1,19

l.lS

1. 14

1.13

TOTAL MULTIPLIERS (includes
Base Procurement)

1. 20-1,43

1. 24-1. 55

1.30-1.44

1.27-1.42

1.26-1.42

1. 2 5-1. 44

N
0
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Several differences among the multipliers are especially significant.
First, at a given base for any one category of expenditure, there are
slight differences between earnings and employment multipliers.

For

example, at NAS Detroit the earnings multiplier is 1.19 for NAF employees,
while the employment multiplier is 1.11.

This difference occurs because

earnings per NAF employee are less than average earnings per worker in ~fa.comb
County.

In general, earnings multipliers differ from the employment multipliers

because of earnings per worker differences between the initially affected
141
category and average earnings per worker in all the affected industries.
Second, for each base earnings multipliers differ among categories
of base expenditures.

For example, at Goodfellow AFB, the earnings

multiplier for military trainees is 1.07, while for civilians the multiplier
is 1.26.

This difference results from the small percent of trainees'

earnings that affects the local economy.

At any one base, earnings

multiplier differences for the various groups depend on the amount of
earnings that are actually spent in the local economy, and on the
local RIMS multiplier for the particular sectors that are affected
by those expenditures.

In general, OOD civilian earnings multipliers

are higher than military personnel earnings multipliers, because the
on-base , purchasing of military personnel means that a smaller
percent of their total earnings will affect the local economy.
Third, the total multipliers differ slightly from base to base.
For example, the total earnings multiplier (lower end of the range)
is 1.20 at NAS Detroit and 1.30 at Goodfellow AFB.

The higher total

multiplier at Goodfellow is primarily explained by the larger earnings
impact due to Goodfellow's greater amount of local procurement when
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compared to the smaller amount, as shown in Table III, occurring at NAS
. 15/
Detroit.The total earnings and employment multipliers for each base are
expressed in the form of a range, because a total base multiplier is
161
not simply the weighted sum of individual multipliers.
For example,
if some dependents and moonlighters are among those who lose jobs
due to diminished base procurement, then their reduced earnings and
expenditure effects are already included in the base procurement
effects and,therefore, total final effects.

However, if none of the

dependents' and moonlighters' reduced e:xpenditures are part of the
final effects of the other categories of expenditure, then the
dependents' and moonlighters' effects must be added to the final
effects of the other categories to yield total final effects.
For each base, where the total multiplier falls within its
range depends on the extent to which jobs lost in the local economy,
because of procurement and DOD payroll cutbacks, are held by
military dependents and second-job holders.

However, when the

cause of a decrease in the demand for local labor is a reductionin-force at a military base, it is reasonable to expect that the
first to lose jobs are often the military dependents and
second-job holders, since they are exiting the local labor force.
Thus, it is unlikely the multiplier will be equal to its upper
range estimate.
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While the employment and earnings impacts and the implied
ITR.1ltipliers indicated above suggest the general magnitude of the
effects for the three bases, it is possible that several factors,
not quantified in this analysis or any other of which the authors
are aware, could mitigate these effects.
should be noted in this regard.

Several such factors

First, if the jobs vacated by

dependents and moonlighters are claimed by unemployed residents
of the impact region, the total local impacts will be reduced.
Thus, a military base should be viewed both as creating a demand
for the output of the local economy and as creating a supply of·
labor (in terms of working dependents and moonlighting personnel)
to be used in satisfying the demand for local output.

Further,

it is important to recognize that this output can be demanded by
either the military installation or other exogenous sectors of the
local economy.

However, since local residents may not have the

required skills to replace all of the dependents and moonlighters,
the decline in military dependents' and second-job holders' earnings,
with its induced impact on the local economy, cannot simply be
ignored.
Second, OOD civilians who remain in the area, seeking and
finding other employment in the private secto½ may take jobs that
could have gone to other local residents.

However, if job

vacancies are filled by OOD civilian~ because local residents
lack the required skills for these job openings, the DOD civilian
induced impact will be reduced.

In addition, if OOD civilians

retire in the area, their expenditures will further mitigate the
OOD civilian impact.
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Third, if the corrmissary and base exchange facilities are closed
as a result of the base realignment, then retirees who shopped at these
facilities may increase the amount of their local purchases.

This will

result in a compensating positive impact on the local economy.
With respect to the base realignment effects and multipliers
discussed so far in this paper, it is important to recognize that other
changes occurring in the local economy have not been taken into account.
For example, if the local economy were growing,then the realignments
impact might be less severe than if the economy were contracting.
For instance, those who lost their jobs because of the base cutback
might be reemployed more quickly in an expanding economy than in a
chronically slowly growing economy.

Thus, it is important to look

at both the size of the impact,relative to the size of the economy, and to
the economy's growth rate in order to understand a base realignment's
impact on the affected area.

Tables VI, VII, and VIII show economic

characteristics of the local economies against which the base impacts
in 1977 constant-dollars can be measured.

In these tables, the total

final earnings effects include the dependents' and moonlighters'
impacts.

Thus,these earnings impacts represent those effects

associated with the upper range of the earnings multipliers, and they
represent estimates of the maximlilTI likely impact.
As shown in Table VI, in Macomb County the estimated private
sector impact is $1.6 n1illion, in a local economy where 1977 earnings
were $3,379 million.

For each private sector industry the estimated

earnings impact of the proposed realignment is less than 1 percent of
1977 earnings.

Further, except for the TCU industries, the 1977 Macomb

TABLE VI
NAS DETROIT - RELATIVE IMPACTS

1977 Macomb

Sounty Earnings
( $ Thousands)
(1)

Fann

Percent of
Total Private
Sector Earnings
h1eomb
County
U.S.
(2)
(3)

Estimated
Earnings
Impact
(Thousands of
1977 $)

(4)

23,230

.69

3.17

9

2,877

.08

1. 88

**

Construct.ion

184,430

5.46

7.22

14

Manufacturing:

307,466

9.10

11.41

207

Mining

Size of Impact
Relative to
Total Earnings
(4};(1)

100%

Percent Oiange in Earnings - Annual Rates
Macomb
Macomb
County
u.s.
County
U.S.
1977 /1976

1977/1976

(5)

(6)

(7)

*
*

])

22

14

11

10

X

1977 /1972

1977/1972

(8)

(9)

10

7

4

D

15

12

19

22

14

5

8

25

10

13

8

1,863,872

55.16

20.25

228

*
*
*

86,481

2.56

9.09

75

*

4

12

8

10

\1holesale Trade

130,941

3.87

7.96

136

*

15

10

13

11

Retail Trade

306, 54]

9.07

12.22

558

*

19

10

10

8

f-.I.R.E.

70,985

2.10

6.73

30

*

37

13

12

9

Services

402,481

11. 91

20.07

315

*

21

12

14

11

3,."l79,30cJ

lOU.UO

HID. 00

1,575

*

21

12

11

10

Manufacturing:

nondurable
durable

T.C.U.

Total Private Sector

*Less

tkm l percent.

**Less than
[)

$1,000

sho1m to avoid disclosure of confidential information.
Source: Regional Economic Information System, Bureau of Economic Analysis
\!,:,t
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TABLE Vil
FT SHERIDAN - RELATIVE IMPACTS

Percent of
Total Private
Sector Earnings
Lake
u.s.
County
(2)
(3)

1977 Lake
County Earnings
($ Thousands)
(1)

Estimated
Earnings
Impact
(Thousands of
1977 $)
(4)

Size of Impact
Relative to
Total Earnings
(4);(1)

X

(5)

100%

Percent Change in Earnings - Annua 1 Rates
Lake
Lake
County
U.S.
County
U.S.
1977/1976
1977/1976 1977/1972 1977/1972
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Farm

21,143

1.17

3.17

13

*

15

10

12

4

Mining

18,883

1.05

l.88

4

*

18

15

26

19

152,495

8.53

7 .42

130

*

9

14

8

8

Construction
Manufacturing:

nondurable

349,550

19.56

11.41

917

*

8

10

12

8

Manufacturing:

durable

382,404

21. 39

20.25

480

*

11

14

8

10

80,370

4.50

9.09

1,011

1

9

12

9

10

l1l10lesale Trade

122,713

6.87

7.96

809

1

11

10

19

11

Retail Trade

222,826

12.47

12.22

2,962

1

11

10

7

8

F,I.R.E.

68, 177

3.81

6.73

345

1

11

13

11

9

Services

369,086

20.65

20.07

2,521

1

10

12

11

11

1,787,647

100.00

100.00

9,192

1

10

12

10

10

T.C.U.

Total Private Sector

*Less than
Source:

1 percent.

Regional Economic Information System, Bureau of Economic Analysis
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TABLE VIII
GOODFELLOW AFB - RELATIVE IMPACTS

1977 Tom Green

County Earnings
($ Thousands)
(1)

Percent of
Total Private
Sector Earnings
Tom Creen
U.S.
Countt
(2)
(3)

Estimated
Earnings
Impact
(Thousands of
19'i17 $)

Size of Impact
Relative to
Total Earnings
(4).(1)

X

(4)

(5)

100%

Percent Oiange in Earnings - Annual Rates
Tom Green
Tom Green
County
County
u.s.
U.S.
1977/1976 1977/1972
1977/1972
1977/1976
(8)
(9)
(6)
(7)

Farm

13,253

4.46

3. 71

104

1

-24

10

7

4

Mining

15,906

5.37

1.88

51

*

11

15

40

19

Construction

23,911

8.06

7.22

145

1

39

14

19

8

~!anufacturing:

nondurable

27,179

9.16

11.41

795

3

7

10

10

8

t-hnufacturing:

durable

35,071

11. 82

20.25

101

*

15

14

21

10

T.C.U.

40,992

13.82

9.09

1,109

3

13

12

15

JO

l\holesale Trade

17,598

5.93

7.96

742

4

4

10

11

11

Retail Trade

48,720

16.42

12.22

2,490

5

18

10

11

8

F.I .R.E.

13,829

4.66

6.73

345

2

14

13

11

9

Services

60,245

20.30

20.07

2,352

4

12

12

11

11

296,704

100.00

100.00

8,234

3

12

12

14

10

N

Total Private Sector

*Less than 1 percent.
Source:

Regional Economic Information System, Bureau of Economic Analysis.
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County earnings by industry growth rates are all higher than corresponding
U.S. growth rates.

Because durable manufacturing output and earnings

comprise more than 55 percent of total private sector earnings, the overall
growth rate of the local economy is significantly determined by the growth
of that sector.

Additionally, Macomb County, which is part of the Detroit

SMSA, is affected by economic growth within the entire SMSA, where total private
sector earnings grew by 15 percent in 1977.
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The higher growth rates

for both Macomb County and the Detroit SMSA in part can be attributed
to the recovery of motor vehicle output following the 1974-1975
recession, and to the indirect and induced effects that changes in
automotive output exert on local economic activity.

Thus, it can be

concluded that economic growth rates in :Macomb County will be more
significantly affected by national demand for the output of its
durables manufacturing sector, than by the proposed changes in the
level of OOD expenditures at NAS Detroit.
Table VII shows the impact of the proposed realignment at Ft.
Sheridan in Lake County, Illinois.

The estimated $9.2 million total

private sector impact, while nearly six times as large as the impact
of NAS Detroit, is still small relative to the size of total private
sector ean1ings in Lake County.

The effect on each private sector

industry is at most 1 percent of that industry's 1977 earnings.

The

table also shows that Lake County's 1977 total private sector earnings
growth rate is less than the corresponding U.S. growth rate (12 percent).
In Lake County's nondurables manufacturing industry, where the earnings
share is considerably larger than the U.S. nondurables earnings share,
the growth rate (8 percent) is less than the national rate (10 percent).
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Likewise, in the construction sector, the national growth rate (14 percent)
is greater than the local rate (9 percent).

However, since a comparison of

the 1972-to-1977 average annual growth rates shows Lake County growing at
the same rate as the Nation, it may be incorrect to classify Lake County
as a slow-growth area relative to the Nation.

In swn, the small size of

the base's effect on private sector earnings suggests that the future growth
rates of other industries, especially nondurables manufacturing and
construction, will exert a greater influence on the level of private
sector earnings than the proposed realignment at Ft. Sheridan.
As shown in Table VIII, the proposed realignment at Goodfellow AFB
will cause private sector earnings to decline by $8.2 million in Tom Green
County.

While this earnings decline is less than the $9.2 million impact

of Ft. Sheridan on Lake County, the total impact of the realignment at
Goodfellow represents 3 percent of 1977 private sector earnings in
Tom Green County.

Compared to Ft. Sheridan's, the larger size of Goodfellow's

relative impact is due primarily to the considerably smaller size of the
Tom Green County economy (less than $0.3 billion in total private sector
earnings) in contrast to the Lake County economy ($1.8 billion).
Furthermore, several industries in Tom Green County would be affected
significantly by the proposed realignment.

For example, in retail trade

and wholesale trade the relative impacts on earnings are 5 percent and
4 percent respectively.
In assessing the proposed realignment's impact on Tom Green County,
it is also important to recognize that, relative to the United States,
181
the county is a high growth area.
The construction, durables manufacturing, and TCU industries

have larger growth rates than nationally,
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both in 1977 and over the five-year period.

The growth in

construction activity is especially significant, because it represents
capital investment by households and businesses, and indicates confidence
in the future prosperity of the local economy.

5. Summary a11d Conclusions

The purpose of this study has been to develop a methodology for
estnnating the local economic nnpacts of changes in activity at
Federal installations.

:More specifically, the paper described how a

non-survey I-0 model, RIMS, can be adapted for analyzing the regional
nnpacts of military base realignments.

In order to accomplish this

adaptation, military procurement and base sales data were necessary to
construct base-specific final demand changes.

For three specific

bases, estnnated base nnpacts were then compared to characteristics
of the local economy in order to indicate the relative size of the
realignment's nnpact on private sector earnings.
Several significant conclusions of the study should be noted
here.

First, the local procurement and sales data supplied by the

military bases represent a survey-based estimate of the initial
effects.

The use of these survey data nnproves the accuracy of the

impact estimates when compared to estnnates derived from purely nonsurvey techniques.

Both Conway (1977) and Stevens and Trainer (1978)

point to the large gains in the accuracy of overall nnpact estimates
when survey data is used to measure the first-round effects and nonsurvey regional I-0 techniques are then used to measure secondary effects.
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Second, for the three case studies, the implied employment
nrultipliers are considerably smaller than the economic base
multipliers reported for the base realignments which occurred during
19

the 19 6Os.-/

·
d llilpacts
.
. 1y
Furthermore, t h e RIMS-estllilate
are re 1at1ve

consistent with those from recent postclosure impact surveys.

The

sizes of RIMS results and the postclosure survey results are consistent
in that they both indicate changes in the level of economic activity
that are considerably smaller than the impacts reported in various
recent preclosure environmental impact statements. 201
Fjnally, it is important to swmnarize the results of the impact
analyses for the three case studies.

The proposed realignment at

NAS Detroit is estimated to have a small, almost negligible, effect
on economic activity in Macomb County.

The reduction in OOD

expenditures at Ft. Sheridan would affect the level of earnings in
Lake County by about 1 percent, while the impact of the proposed
realignment at Goodfellow AFB in Tom Green County could represent
up to 3 percent of the county's recent level of total private sector
earnings.

The job loss associated with the cutback at Ft. Sheridan would

be between 683 and 1175 jobs, and at Goodfellow AFB, between 698 and
1106 jobs.
As indicated in Section 4 of this paper, the upper range estimates
include the effects of military dependents and moonlighting personnel
working off base.
effects.

The lower range estimates do not include these

It is important to remember that it is likely that job

losses would not be equal to the upper range estimate for two reasons.
First, some of the private sector jobs, lost because of decreased military
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base activity, will be held by military dependents and moonlighting
personnel; therefore, the upper range is an overestimate, because it
double counts these jobs.

Second, when dependents and military

second-job holders leave the area their employers may hire local
residents to replace them, in order to maintain previous levels of
output.
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NOTES

lfThe role of OOD expenditures in the wider context of the Federal
government's urban and regional policy is discussed in Bolton (1979).
2/Glickman (1977) presents a thorough review of regional economic
modeling techniques.

As well as presenting a literature review,

he offers nt.nnerous observations on the advantages and disadvantages
of the various techniques.

YA bibliography of

these studies is contained in Daicoff (1973).

Further details on some of these studies are examined in Lynch
(1970).
i_/The Philadelphia I-0 study was used by Glickman (1977) to generate
initial exogenous changes associated with a $100 million reduction
in defense procurement.

These initial changes were then used in

his Philadelphia area econometric model to foreca$t changes in
overall economic activity.

Since both survey-based I-0 models and

econometric models are costly in terms of time and experienced
research personnel, unless the need to analyze other nonmilitary
induced impacts is important, it is doubtful that constructing one
of these types of models for estimating base realignment impacts
is cost effective.
YFor a more detailed presentation of I-0 modeling methodology see
Miernyk (1965); for summaries and bibliographies of regional I-0
modeling techniques see Richardson (1972) and Giarratani,et al.
(1976).

Additional details on s0veral components of the RIMS

methodology can be found in Drake (1976), and U.S. Water Resources
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Council (1977).

Part of this section has been presented previously

in Cartwright (1979).
WThus the RIMS multipliers are closed with respect to household
earnings.

The final demand sectors, which can exert an exogenous

influence on total output,are exports, gross capital formation,
and government expenditures.

Since State and local government

sectors are exogenous in the present version of RIMS, private
sector output changes do not affect the output of the public
sector.

Work is underway on an updated and revised version of

Rii1S, in which some State and local government activity will be
endogenously detennined.

?JA stuTIIIlary evaluation of

the RIMS estimating procedure appears in

Appendix E, U.S. Water Resources Council (1977).

An

evaluation of

RIMS total gross output multipliers was presented by Latham and
Montgomery (1977).
ysince the military was assumed to make all its local purchases
directly from local producers, local wholesalers in this analysis
were assumed to make no purchases from local producers for resale
to the rr1ilitary.

For additional details on the trade margin concept

in I-0 accounting, see the Survey of Current Business (1974)
VThe purchases to which adjustments were made were in most cases
the same for both on- and off-base military.

An

exception to this

was household related expenditures since the military provides
and maintains living quarters for on-base personnel but not for
off-base personnel.

For both groups the purchase was set at zero
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if the good or service is wholly provided by the military.

On

the other hand, if a good or service is only partially provided
by the military, such as clothing, the purchase was reduced,
but not set 'at zero.

These reduced purchases imply a reduced

purchase of wholesale and retail trade~which was estimated by
applying the appropriate wholesale and retail trade margin to
the dollar value of the goods and services provided.

Purchases

were set at zero based upon information supplied by the military
base.

The source for estimating the dollar amounts by which to

reduce purchases not set;at zero
Business (1974).

WclS

the Survey of Current

After the levels of payments in kind are

subtracted from State consumption patterns, the earnings can
be distributed over the remaining goods and services in the
State consumption pattern to reflect the consumption of pennanent
military employees.

The purchasing habits of those military

dependents and second-job holders who are employed in the local
economy were assumed to be the same as those of the permanent
military.

The wage paid to a dependent or moonlighter was assumed

to be the average wage paid to those employed by the retail trade
and services sectors in the local economy.

Average wages were

estimated using BEA county data.
IO/Sales to military retirees were first subtracted from total base
sales.

The purchases of 409 industrial outputs were then

aggregated so that the sectoring of consumption expenditures
would be comparable to the sectoring of base sales.

Consumption

expenditures were then reduced by sector-specific base sales.
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11/Infonnation on the industrial pattern of trainee expenditures was
supplied by base personnel.
12/Supplemental to the sales data was an estimate of the sales to
military retirees.

Goodfellow AFB estimated that the sales to

military retirees account for 45 percent of exchange sales and
65 percent of commissary sales,while Ft. Sheridan estimated that
50 percent of corrnnissary sales are to retirees.
13/It is important to recognize that only earnings net of taxes and
savings affect the local economy through the RIMS personal
consumption expenditure multiplier.

However, the earnings

effects estimated by RIMS refer to gross earnings.

Thus, in

order to compare initial expenditure and final earnings effects
in Table III, those earnings which are reported as net earnings
in Table II are adjusted to gross earnings in Table III.
14/In the content of export base multipliers, Stanback and Knight
(1976) offer numerous examples of the differences between
earnings and employment multipliers; see their .Appendix B.
15/Equations (4.1) and (4.2) in the following note indicate how
the local-procurement final-earnings impact affects the total
multiplier.
16/The following two equations show how the upper and lower ranges
of the total employment and earnings multipliers were defined.
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(4.1)

U-1M

=

(4.2)

L-1M

=

Fp +Fe+ FM+ FN + FDrv1
IC+ IM+ IN

where U-1M

=

upper range of total multiplier

L-1M

=

lower range of total multiplier

Fp = final effect of procurement
FDrv1 = final effect of military dependents and second-job
holders
I

= initial and final effects of civilians
c' FC

IM' FM

=

initial and final effects of military personnel

IN, FN

=

initial and final effects of NAF employees

In both equations, the denominator is the same because it represents
the total initial effects (either on employment or earnings) of the
base realignment.
term FDM"

The numerators of the two equations differ by the

The lower range of the multiplier assumes that the effects

of military dependents and second-job holders are included in the
effects of the other categories of expenditure, while the upper range
estimate assumes none of their effects are counted elsewhere.
17/The source for the Detroit SMSA growth rate is the Regional
Economic Information System~ Bureau of Economic Analysis.

18/Austin and Zlatkovich (1978) provide an economic profile of
growth in the San Angelo SMSA (Tom Green County).

Some of the

data used to draw their profile are contained in our Table VIII,
and some of their observations were helpful in our understanding
of the county's economy.
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19/Lynch (1970) SlIDlIJlarizes the results of many of these studies.

He

finds DOD civilian employment multipliers are often greater than
3.0; for the three bases examined in our study, the average
employment TIR1ltiplier is 1.3.
20/For a comparison of the results of postclosure

surveys and pre-

closure studies contained in various Environmental Impact Statements
(EIS 's~ see the Massachusetts Joint Connnission on Federal Base
Conversion (1974) and Kamensky (1979).

Besides observing smaller

impacts than those obtained by the economic base technique, the
Massachusetts

study indicates that the local employment effects

of decreases in military base procurement are small in comparison
to the number of base employees.

Clearly a direct comparison of

preclosure estimated impacts and postclosure surveyed conditions
is somewhat tenuous, because factors

not directly associated with

the realignment can affect the postclosure
economic activity.

level of local

Still, when compared to postclosure

survey

results, the significantly larger size of the recent EIS estimates
reported by Kamensky raises questions about the accuracy of the
impact methodologies used in these EIS's. Kamensky argues that both
the technical limitations of the impact models and the misapplication
of the models with respect to military base realignments may have
resulted in inaccurate income and employment estimates.

il
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APPENDIX A
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON, D. C.

20301

MANPOWER.
RESERVE AFFAIRS
AND LOGISTICS

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT
DIRECTOR,
SUBJECT:

SECRETARY OF THE ARMY (IL&FM)
SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (MRA&L)
SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE (MRA&I)
DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY

Strengthened and Uniform Economic Impact Analysis for
Community Economic Adjustment Purposes

The President's Executive Order 12049 of March 27, 1978,
directed the Secretary of Defense, through the Economic
Adjustment Committee (EAC) to implement an economic adjustment program for communities impacted by major Defense
realignments. One of the key action assignments (No. 3) in
the President's guidance calls for "strengthened and uniform
economic impact analysis and analysis of community requirements for Federal economic adjustment resources, prior to
base realignment action."
In preparing to implement this assignment, the Department of
Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), in cooperation
with the Military Departments, has evaluated the secondary
employment and income impacts of three candidate base realignments: Fort Sheridan, Illinois; NAS Detroit, Michigan; and
Goodfellow AFB, Texas in the course of calibrating its
regional model for Defense activities.
Commerce-BEA also
conducted a separate analysis for the Duluth, Minnesota AFB
candidate realignment.
The Commerce-BEA model has provided
realistic estimates of secondary employment and income
impacts in relation to previous Defense realignment actions
and can generate reliable impact estimates for use by F.AC
member agencies in identifying economic adjustment resource
needs.
The Commerce-BEA model also has the capability to
identify the specific sectors on the base which produce the
local economic impacts.
Finally, the Commerce-BEA model
provides a non-DoD assessment of economic impacts which
should be credible to the member agencies.
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Accordingly, the Commerce-BEA model will be used in implementing Executive Order 12049 to provide a uniform method of economic
impact assessment for significant DoD candidate realignments
that are likely to require community economic adjustment assistance.
Significant realignments for community adjustment
purposes are those realignments involving:
(a) the net loss
of 1,000 or more military personnel or (b) civilian job losses
contained in the 10 USC 2687 (b) criteria (i.e., the loss
of 1,000 or more civilian jobs or a loss of 50 percent at any
facility employing 300 or more civilians -- whichever is the
lesser).
Within 90 days following the identification of a
significant candidate realignment, it is requested that the
attached Commerce-BEA model input requirements be completed
by the appropriate Military Department and forwarded to the
Office of Economic Adjustment, OASD(MRA&L).
Commerce-BEA will
use this data to calculate secondary employment and income
impacts for OEA and the Military Department.
It is important to emphasize that the use of the Commerce-BEA
model to estimate the secondary economic impacts for economic
adjustment purposes is not intended to limit other internal
Military Department realignment decision models or to hinder
future research efforts on the economic impacts of Defense
realignments.
The Commerce-BEA model results will be available
for internal Military Department secondary impact validation
purposes before the final DoD estimates are made public.
The
Commerce-BEA model will be used for assessing community
economic impacts only after a candidate realignment has been
announced.
In preparing community analysis and socio-economic
EIS evaluations, however, the Military Departments are urged
to use estimates which are reasonably consistent with the
Commerce-BEA estimates of the secondary employment and income
effects.
Your assistance in the development of strengthened and uniform
impact analyses for community economic adjustment purposes is
requested.
Information Approval Number DD-M(OT)807 has been
assigned to this request.
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Economic Impacts of Base Realignments

.

The Regional Economic Analysis Division within the Bureau of
Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce is assisting the
U.S. Department of Defense in its response to the President's
Executive Order 12049: "Defense Economic Adjustment Programs,"
which calls for "strengthened and unifonn economic impact analysis and analysis of community requirements for Federal economic
adjustments resources, prior to base realignment action." The
core of the impact analysis is provided by BEA's Regional
Industrial ~llltiplier System (RI~1S), a computerized means for
estimating region-specific input-output-type multipliers for
regions of the Nation.

The impact analysis also requires infonnation on the economic
activity associated with the base under consideration. The
following pages describe the exact data required. It is suggested that the person at the base with overall responsibility
for gathering these data contact Joseph Cartwright (202/5230594) at BEA before collecting the data so that any ambiguities
can be resolved.
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Detailed Outline of RIMS
Data Requirements For .Analyzing Military Base Realignments
A.

Affected Area (Local Area) Defined by County or Counties.

B.

NLDTiber and Take-Home Pay (.Annual Basis) of OOD Employees By Group
at the Base Under Consideration.
Total take-home pay refers to gross pay as reported on
W-2's plus housing allowances for off base m:i:litary personnel.
Estimating on an annual basis means that military personnel
who are stationed at the base for only a fraction of the year
must have only that fraction of their annual salaries attributed to the base and the local economy. Also, report year
for which you are providing these data.
Groups:

Military personnel (trainees)
Military personnel ("pennanent") - residing on base
Military personnel (''penn~ent") - residing off base
OOD civilians
Non-appropriated Fund (NAF) Employees
Other base employees

C. Military Purchases and Sales
In general, these data should reflect the total financial
activity that.occurs on the base. Obtaining these data will
require examination of administrative records for various
functional units or points of sale and purchase on the base.
Military purchases and sales are to be valued in purchasers'
prices and must.be for the same year that the Military and
OOD civilian take-home pay is reported. It is important that
all purchases be typical annual purchases, and not include
purchases made to restore inventories excessively depleted
in a prior year. Also care should be taken to avoid understating purchases in instances where significantly large
amounts of sales are occurring from previously overstocked
inventories. In general, purchases must be those that are
consistent with typical annual inventory levels.
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•

Only local puchases rrrust be identified.

•

Purchases and sales must be identified by product or service
group; brief definition'? and sample reporting pages are
attached.

•

An "X'' appears on those lines for which data are not

necessary.
•

D.

Purchases and sales, which do not appear to fit the description
of the defined groups, should be listed by·category and dollar
amount on another sheet of paper.

Supplemental Infonnation
1.

Number of OOD Civilian Employees Expected to:
a.
b.

2.

Number of Military Personnel Working a Second Job:
a.
b.

3.

On Base
Off Base

Number of Military Dependents Working:
a.
b.

4.

Relocate or Retire out of Area
Relocate or Retire within Area

On Base
Off Base

Percent of Total Sales to Military Retirees:
a.
b.
c.
d.

By Corronissary
By Exchanges
Clubs
Other (please
specify)
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Base Purchases (Local)
(Thousands of Ibllars)

Group

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

.

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

'
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Group

Corrrrnissary SaJes
(Thousands of,lbllars)

Conunissary Purchases(Local)
(Thousands of Dollars'.)

X

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

X
X

X
X

-

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X Means ldata eler ent not 1necessary
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7

Group

Clubs' &All Other NAF Activities
Purchases (Local)
Sales
(Thousands of Dollars)
(Thousanaso"f D::>llars)

I
I

'

X

1

,.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

X
X
.. ,...
X
, ,,·,rX
X .. ., ..

X

~1:.-'

,

•,•

-~

..

t
I
•'

. ·-

X
X
X

-·

.

10
11

X
X

12
13

14
15
16
17

X

X
X

18

'

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
?9
30

X
X
X
X
X

I
'1

X
X

i

X
X
X

I

X
X

X

X Means c ata elemi mt not n ;)cessary.
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Group

Exchanges'Sales
All Exchanges' Purchas~s (Local)
(Thousanas of uoIIars)
(Thousands of DollarsJ

X

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

.

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

'

18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

X
X
X
X
X
y

X
X

X Means data ele1 ent not necessary
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Group

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

.

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
l8
29
30
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~finitions of Prcxluct, · Service, and Earnings Groups

1.

Maintenance

&

Repair

Routine maintenance and repair of existing structures
and facilities, including all types of buildings, as
well as other non-building facilities, such as, roads,
parks, sewer facilities, nm.ways, jetties, and piers.
Major additions, alterations to existing facilities,
and all types of new constructions should be excluded
from this group. Janitorial services are part of
group 23.
2,

Food

&

Kindred Products

Foods and beverages (alcoholic and non-alcoholic) for
human consurrption, tobacco products.
3.

Apparel

Shoes

&

Clothing, hats, shoes, and accessories for rren, worren,
. and children~
4.

Other Fabric Products
Textile mill products, which are not clothing, such. as
bedspreads, draperies, other housefumishings, .·w11els,
rugs, rope.

5.

Lurrber Products
Lurrber and materials, except furniture, nade from wood.

6.

Furniture
Both office and household furniture, as well as fixtures,
such as shelving and cabinets. Also includ...od are mattresses
and bedsprings.

7.

Paper & Allied Products
Comrercial, industrial, and household paper and related
products, such as letter paper, boxes, containers builc.ing
paper, sanitaI:y food rontainers.

8.

Printing

&

Publishing

Newspapers, periodicals, books and greeting cards as well as
comrrercial or job pf'inting.
9.

Chemic.:tls.

&

Allied Products

Chemicals, pluStics, and non-military industrial synthetic
fiber products, such as trash bags and food wrappings. Also,
include soaps, detergents, and toilet preparations, as well
as paints and pesticides.
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10.

Drugs

Pharmaceutical preparations for human consumptions, including
both prescription and non-prescription drugs.
11.

Stone, Clay

&Glass

Products

Cement, concrete, and manufactured glass.
12.

Primary & Fabricated Metal Products
Products (non-military) obtained from smeltiJ?.g and refining
ores, such as steel, allllllinum, and including nand tools, ·
hardware, sheet metal, and pipe.

13.

Machinery, Except Electrical
~fanufacturing machinery and equipment, other than electrical
equipnent (Group 15), transportation equipment (Group 17 &18),
and office equipment (Group 14). Group 13 includes steam
turbines, construction machinery, machine tools, and service
industry machinery such as commercial laundry machines and
commercial air conditioning equipment. In general machines
powered by built-in or detac~le motors are in this group.
However, in general, machinery used by households is not in
this group.

14.

Office Machinery
Typewriters, electric computing equipment, general office
machinery.

15.

Electrical Machinery
~tachinery for the generation, storage, transmission, transformation,
utilization of electrical energy, including transformers, motors and
testing equipment.

16.

Household Appliances
Cooking equipment, home laundry equipment, refrigerators, sewing
machines, lamps, radio and 1V' s; also included are parts for these
appliances.

17.

Motor Vehicles

&Parts

Trucks, and truck trailers, cars, busses and parts, including tires.
18.

Other Transportation Equipment
Aircraft, ships, and railroad equipment. Farm tractors and offroad construction vehicles are in Group 13. (Tanks and other
ordnance vehicles are excluded from all groups.)
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19.

Professional Equipment
Watches and Clocks

&Instn.unents;

Photographic Equipment;

Includes laboratory equipment, medical instruments and supplies.
20.

Miscellaneous :Manufacturing
Includes jewelry, pens, toys, sporting goods and athletic
equipment.

21.

Communications
Includes telephone and telegraph.

22.

Utilities
Includes electric, gas and sanitary services.

23.

Personal and Miscellaneous Repair Services
Includes laundries, barber and beauty shops, cleaning shops;
electrical, furniture, and jewelry repair services.

24.

Wholesaling

&Retailing

of Petrolewn Products

Includes fuel oil dealers and~asoline service stations.
25. Automobile Services

&Automobile

Repair Services

Consists of automobile rental services, repair shops including
tire,body and engine shops.
26.

Business Services
Includes janitorial services, equipment rental and leasing and
temporary help supply services.

27.

Professional Services
Consists of legal, engineering, auditing and consulting services.

28.

Contract Training Services
Includes among other services, flight training and maintenance
repair of vehicle training, if provided by outside contractors.

29 • .Amusement

&Recreation

Services

Includes bowling alleys, theaters, athletic staditnns, and other
entertainment provided for a fee or admission charge.
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30.

Earnings Paid to Local Residents
This refers to gross pay to local residents, who work at the
base, cormnissary, Px, or ~lubs. If military or OOD civilian
personnel are ''moonlighting" by having second jobs on base,
they are considered local resident civilians. Likewise
dependents who work on base are viewed as local residents.
not include income paid to local residents, if it has
already been included in the purchase of contracted services.

Do
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